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Vision and Values
Our school vision is to be the best version of ourselves that God created us to be – with minds
to learn and hearts to care.
Who are we as a school? This is our deeply Christian vision which is firmly rooted in the
bible.
Jesus summed up his most important teaching by quoting the greatest commandment – love
the Lord your God with all your heart, with all your soul with all your mind. And love your
neighbour as yourself. (Matthew 22v37-39) At St Anne’s our vision is for everyone who is part
of our school community to live life to the full and to treat everyone with compassion and
respect.
This vision shapes all we do and helps us understand who we are as a school, why we are
here, and then how we live. Our values are the building blocks for strong foundations for
lifelong learning and lifelong faith.

Why are we here? These are our values:
Loving God with all of our heart
We want everyone at St Anne’s to be the best version of themselves. We believe this is about
everyone being authentic, open and honest.
We are dedicated to continuous improvement, challenging ourselves, celebrating our
successes and always aspiring to be “the best we can be”.
To enable each child and adult to flourish and achieve.
Loving God with all our soul
We want to nurture the spiritual life of everyone in our school family recognising that
“spirituality is like a bird; if you hold it too tightly, it chokes; if you hold it too loosely, it flies
away. Fundamental to spirituality is the absence of force.” Rabbi Hugo Gryn
To promote our Christian ethos and values through lively, intelligent and creative
participation.
To provide an inviting, inclusive school environment where all members of the school
community, of all faiths or none, are valued, respected and care for one another.
To encourage and develop links between the school, home, our parishes and the local,
national and global community.
Loving God with all our mind
To provide a high quality and nurturing learning environment.
To be dedicated to continuous improvement, challenging ourselves, celebrating our successes
and always aspiring to be “the best we can be”.
To enable each child and adult to flourish and achieve.

How then do we live? All of this shapes our school life.
Daily collective worship is at the centre of school life and enables children to experience the
diversity of Christian practice and tradition.
High quality, effective, academic religious education allows pupils and adults alike to flourish.
Throughout all our school life our Christian vision and values promote social and cultural
development through the practice of forgiveness and reconciliation. They encourage good
mental health and enable children and adults, whatever their background or ability, to
flourish and live well together.
The vision is used to ensure our policies, curriculum and extracurricular opportunities meet
the academic and spiritual needs of all learners.
We describe all our activities in terms of how the vision and values inspire our whole school
community, children and adults, to engage in social action and to be courageous advocates
for change in their local, national and global communities
Our Christian vision supports the character and moral development of all pupils and adults,
giving them aspiration for themselves and hope for the communities of which they are a part.
It fosters dignity and respect, enabling everyone to be the person God created them to be, to
achieve the most they can, and to inspire hope for others in the local community and beyond.

1 Aims and objectives
1.1 At St Anne’s Primary School we strive to create a learning environment which promote
respect, diversity and self-awareness and equips all of our pupils with the knowledge, skills,
attitudes and values they will need to succeed in their future lives.
1.2 The curriculum provides a wide range of artistic, sporting and cultural opportunities that
encourage pupils to work together and use imagination in their learning. Activities are
planned that require pupils to reflect and empathize with others as well as giving them the
confidence to provide their opinions and develop their own view points. Teachers outline
the areas in which they will meet SMSC objectives in a termly PSHE planning outline..
2 Spiritual Development
2.1 Definition
Spiritual development focuses on an individual’s own personal beliefs and values and their
resulting behaviours. Through spiritual development, children are able to understand their
own feelings and emotions and this enables them to reflect and to learn.
2.2 Our learning environment and curriculum
Curriculum opportunities enable pupils to:
•
•
•
•

Be curious and to express feelings of delight and wonder, (scientific investigations,
new life, the global landscape)
Empathise and consider the viewpoints of others, (debates, drama activities,
discussing feelings and empathising with characters in familiar stories)
Consider how a belief can change people’s lifestyles, (R.E, investigating communities
and faiths, historical case studies)
Discuss what they think they have achieved and what they need to do to be
successful in the future, (self-assessment, target setting activities)

3 Moral Development
3.1 Definition
Moral development means exploring, understanding and recognising shared values and
considering the issues of right and wrong.
3.2 Our learning environment and curriculum
The classroom environment and curriculum promote moral development through:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Codes of conduct and class charters, agreed with children and displayed in the
classroom
Clear and consistent rewards and sanctions that children understand and believe to
be fair.
Class and school assemblies and collective worship that discuss moral values and cite
expectations.
Activities that enable pupils to give opinions and show their values.
Discussing the choices made by the pupils and others and the resulting outcomes,
character studies, studies of historical figures.
The values of ‘Justice’ and ‘Forgiveness’ are explicitly taught and modelled
throughout the school.

4 Social Development
4.1 Definition
Social development involves learners working effectively together and participating
successfully in the school community as a whole. During a pupil’s social development they
gain interpersonal skills that allow them to form successful relationships and to become a
positive team member.
4.2 Our learning environment and curriculum
At St Anne’s Primary School social skills are developed through:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Modelling of positive social behaviour by all staff
After school clubs
Sporting activities
Buddy and team games at play times and lunch times
Turn taking and team building activities
Pair and small group work within the classroom
Working with others across the local community and church communities

4.3 The values of ‘Friendship’, ‘Generosity’, ‘Trust’, ‘Courage’ and ‘Perseverance’ are
explicitly taught and modelled throughout the school.
5 Cultural Development
5.1 Definition
Cultural development enables learner’s to develop an understanding of their own culture
and of other cultures locally, nationally and internationally. It also means learning to feel
comfortable in a variety of cultures and valuing cultural diversity.
5.2 Our learning environment and curriculum
Children are introduced to a regional and global perspective in life through:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Links with local and international schools
Stories from different cultures
First hand experiences through local visits, theatre, art and artists
Visitors from the local and international community
Being part of National and International fund raising events
Studies of a different lifestyle including different food, dress, festivals and places of
worship.
Learning about other cultures when raising money for charity
Children are taught to understand the lifestyles and choices made by the variety of
different cultures and faiths that exist within the school.

8 Monitoring and review
8.1 The planning and coordination of SMSC are the responsibility of the school
chaplain/PSHE coordinator and the Head Teacher who also:

•

•
•

Supports colleagues in their teaching, by keeping informed about current
developments in the subject, and by providing a strategic lead and direction for
SMSC;
Speaks to the children about different elements of SMSC and uses this to inform
future planning.
Plans staff meetings to explore identified values and the SMSC links that may exist
within these
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